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ABSTRACT
The main objective of this paper is to carry out some of the emerging technologies like mobile computing, Information and Communication Technology and advances in behavioural science studies to enhance and enriched the current educational system scenario, since the educational technology in India has been modernizing in the recent past years due to the development and penetration of Information and Technology. The mobile based technology has been chosen for this study as well as for the project. The methodology of this work is to developed an android based mobile application attendance management system where attendance can be recorded via mobile devices using “php” and “MySQL” server .This developed software stores ,retrieves and deliver the information about the student information such as present or absent through mobile device in the provided server database. The final result of this project are very useful for the educational organizations to keep ,track and maintain the database of students.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the current scenario of various educational institutions to manage and maintaining student information is very tough task for any one. The whole academic record of the student information consist of monitoring their performance and progress changes periodically which is very huge workload on lecturers to handle and keep on updating the progress report of each and every student in against of their respective scheduled classes. The traditional way of taking attendance through the lecturers is a manually in a register book in which they are used to do a manual calculation to maintain monthly attendance database of the students. Such system takes so much time to generate record and many times its creates an error also as it follow manual traditional system. Apart from this error problems some time many more problems are generated like lost of attendance register book or manually fake data inserted through unknown recourses which are really not authorized for that work. In order to reduce all these problems and concern overcome through this problem , a smart mobile based application is generated to increase its efficiency as well as its security by sending all information about the students to the authorized web based admin server as it linked in the proposed mobile application. It is a beneficial step in every way for our future E-schools. It consist of five modules such as admin controlling, teachers authentication, student authentication,displaying digital register,submitting final report to the given admin web based server. This android based application used by the teacher to login and through its subject id and class id display the digital register for the particular class students and finally submit it to the authorized admin panel. As it already defined that the admin panel is totally web based secured web site which is authorized to make changes in any of the database of the students as well as the teachers.Therefore, it is crucial to reinforce the use of the mobile based attendance application to register system in order to improve the traditional process of recording and reporting the students attendance in the higher educational organizations.

2. DRAWBACKS OR CONS OF THE CURRENT EXISTING SYSTEM
2.1 Manually calculated maintenance of data
2.2 Suddenly searching for any type of related data is very difficult as well as it create mess over there.
2.3 It not provides the accurate data of attendance of students in the percentage calculation form.
2.4 Portability.
2.5 Losing of data problem can be occurred easily.

3. OBJECTIVES
To developed and design the android-based mobile attendance application for the management of attendance records in the educational organization. To implement the new technology development system to make it digitalized ,authorized,secured one in the given web server to kept it records as many years we want to kept it for its future use as per our need.

4. METHODOLOGY
This project is developed by using Android Studio, php and MySQL wamp server. It is divided into two phases. In the very first phase, feasibility study is conducted, requirement analysis is carried out to understand the need for the system and the necessary modules, such as admin module,registration module, teacher modules. In the web based module is for the admin panel to control its all over activates like updating ,creation, deletion or any other database changes in the whole project by the admin and its also contains a teachers registration phase on website only through which they can generate a user id and password to login in the mobile based application which will be connected through this admin panel server. On the other hand the mobile based application will be totally used by the teacher to get logged in and by choosing their authorized register class id and the subject id they are able to display the digital register book on their smart mobiles onwards and submit it finally by cross checking it to the main authorized provided admin server.
5. MODULES DESCRIPTION

5.1 Administrator Module

This module is used to login for administrator, it have whole rights to monitor and manage the entire project, through this module any new information can be easily inserted, updated, deleted or view.

5.2 Teacher Module

This module is used for the teachers to get register on website in respect to generate a user id and password through which they are able to logged in the smart mobile based attendance application to display the digital register book and submit the final data to the authorized web server of the admin panel.

6. RESULTS AND DESCRIPTION

In the following figures first of all the Fig-1=showing the home page of the web based server architectural view through php and MySQL, Fig-2=showing the admin login page, Fig-3=showing the whole admin control panel, Fig-4=showing the new teacher registration page by the admin, Fig-5=showing the new class registration page by the admin, Fig-6=showing the new student registration page, Fig-7=showing the teachers registration page through teachers only to create the user id and password to get logged in app, Fig-8=showing the Welcome Screen of the proposed mobile based application, Fig-9=showing the login page for the registered teachers only, Fig-10=showing the combinational form page to select the particular class digital register book by entering valid group id and subject id, Fig-11=showing last digital register book on the mobile based application.

6.1 Web based server architectural view
6.2 Mobile Application based architectural view:

Figure 8 = Welcome Screen.

Figure 9 = Login page.

Figure 10 = Combination form.

Figure 11 = Digital Register Book.
7. CONCLUSION
This whole work is to access the details about the student attendance information and generate a final reports. This project “Mobile Based Student Attendance Management System” is a collection of static and dynamic web based or mobile application based pages. This project provides an offer to the user to enter the data through their respective registration forms. It is very helpful for the teachers and admin to keep and maintain the information about the students easily. In future this work can be expanded to store the internal marks, semester marks, college events and college placement activities of the students to get minimized all stuffs at one place in a systematic way to import and export the data through the admin and authorized persons whenever it will be needed in future by the educational organization.
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